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Introduction

Evidently in the 21st Century the common notion of terrorism is heavily associated with

acts of violence conducted by extremist Islamic groups, namely the Islamic State, al-Qaeda,

Hamas, Abu Sayyaf, and al-Shabaab being the most notable ones.

Following the 11 September 2001 attack in the United States and many other major

terrorist attacks in the recent decades, islamophobic sentiments have been propagated

internationally. These events have also led to the coining of racist stereotypes such as “all

muslims/arabs immigrants are terrorists”, which have further worsened the situation of

discrimination against people of islamic faith and or of Middle-eastern appearance.

“Unfortunately far too often stereotypes are further compounded by the eloquence of

the media and some in positions of power. Anti-muslim bigotry is certainly in line with

other distressing trends we are seeing globally; the resurgence of ethno-nationalism,

neo-nazism, stigma and hate speech against vulnerable populations including muslims,”

- UN Secretary General António Guterres

Noting that Islam is currently the world’s second largest and fastest growing religion by

population, it is important to acknowledge that Islam has many sects and subbranches,

much like other religions like Christianity, Judaism or Bhuddism. Evidently, the beliefs of

extremist Islamic organizations are by definition, not in line with the typical views of most

muslims. The Islamic State and al-Qaeda both adhere to very strict, orthorodox and

disciplinary interpretations of the Qur’an (holy scripture of Islam).

The role of UNODC delegates is to debate which measures should be implemented to aid

victims of islamophobia, and which measures to maintain in order to keep terrorist threats

under preventative control.

How will you balance the building-blocks of security and equity?
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Term Definitions

Islamophobia
Intense dislike or fear of Islam, esp. as a political force; hostility or prejudice towards

Muslims.

Salafism (Salafi Movement)

A fundamentalist branch of Sunni Islam whose modern-day adherents claim to emulate the

former pure Islam of the prophet Muhammad as closely and in as many spheres of life as

possible.

Jihad

Roughly translated from Arabic as “struggle”, Jihad refers to acts of self defense by Muslims

when the Islamic faith is under attack.

Jihadism (21st century)

The idea of retaliation against western/capitalist nations for their unholy presence and

interference in holy Islamic lands/countries.

Fatwa

In Islam, a declaration of holy war in self-defense for the Islamic faith. *see Jihad

Shia

adj. The branch of Islam comprising sects believing in Ali and the Imams as the only rightful

successors of Muhammad and in the concealment and messianic return of the last

recognized Imam.

Sunni

adj. The branch of Islam that adheres to the orthodox tradition and acknowledges the first

four caliphs as rightful successors of Muhammad, followers of the Sunnah.
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Origins of Terrorist organizations

Al-Qaeda
Meaning “the foundation” in Arabic, al-Qaeda is a network of multiple jihadist organizations

that extends across many regions. Since their inception in 1988, the core organization has

pursued the goal of spreading Salafism around the world. Its founder, Osama bin Awad bin

Laden, was a Saudi Arabian foreign fighter for the Soviet-Afghan war in 1979 who

coordinated the recruitment of other foreign fighters from 43 different countries for the

Afghan Mujahideen (the predecessor of the Taliban).

Bin Laden had worked together Palestinian foreign fighter Abdullah Azzam (image on the

right below) to continue the pan-muslim fighting movement that had amassed in

Afghanistan to form al-Qaeda.

Early life of Osama bin Laden

Osama bin Awad bin Laden was the son of wealthy Saudi businessman Muhammad bin

Awad bin Laden. Muhammad had worked with the American oil companies as a

construction contractor during their early years drilling for oil in the Saudi Arabian desert,

which had led him to accumulate a great fortune; the Bin Laden Construction Company at

their height had a net worth of US$ 5 million.

In 1990 Iraqi forces under the rule of secular dictator Saddam

Hussein invaded Kuwait. This conflict was known as the Gulf

War. Saudi Arabia’s soil being located so close to the scene of

the conflict was also threatened by the Iraqi army, which was

significantly larger than that of Saudi Arabia. Bin Laden, having

connections with the Saudi royal family thanks to his father’s

status, suggested the option of deploying his sizable al-Qaeda
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forces to defend Saudi soil. The royal family declined the offer and instead employed

American ground forces to be stationed near the Iraqi-Kuwaiti tristate frontiers.

Bin Laden was provoked the thought that non-Muslims were going to step on Saudi

Arabian grounds — home of the two holy Islam cities Mecca and Medina; he blamed the

spread of capitalism by America into the Saudi royal family. Bin Laden ultimately issued

against the US and the western world a Fatwa and proceeded with coordinating numerous

terrorist attacks in the following years.

Islamic State in Iraq and Syria

In the year 2003 one of bin Laden’s associates, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, a Jordanian foreign

fighter during the Soviet-Afghan War, established an al-Qaeda franchise in Syria, and later

Iraq, in response to the US invasion of Iraq executed by president George W. Bush.

Bush stated that the Iraq invasion by US forces was an response to the 9/11 terrorist

attack. In reality Iraq, which was under Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship at the time, had

minimal to no relations with 9/11.
Due to scarce relevance, this report won't discuss hypotheses for the Bush administration’s real motives/reasons.

As war became imminent in the region, al-Zarqawi decided to move from Afghanistan to

Syria in order to spread Salafist ideology and organize al-Qaeda fighters. Due to the Jihad of

al-Qaeda, an Islamic state was desired by Zarqawi and his associates.

Ordered by the Iraqi Special Tribunal, Saddam Hussein was executed on December 30th of

2006. The US had dismantled the Iraqi Army, which consited of mostly Sunni Muslim

soldiers, and put in place a fragile provisional government led by Shia Muslim politicians.

The new politicians in power were no less corrupt than their Sunni predecessors, and

began oppressing the Sunni Iraqi population, much like how Saddam Hussein had

oppressed the Shia majority during his reign of the country. As Iraq declined into a new

instability, al-Qaeda in Iraq started to wage conflicts and expand in the region at the

Syrian-Iraq border, which was the catalyst of a civil war.

Zarqawi (image on the left below) was killed during an airstrike by the US forces in 2006.

Around the same period of time, ISIS revoked their oath of allegience to al-Qaeda The

Islamic state continued to expand and committed countless acts of terrorism under the
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direction of Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi (killed by US forces in October 2019); ISIS at their apex in

2017 had 45,377 square kilometers of territory.

The Islamic state was responsible for the November 2015 Paris attacks. The Je Suis Charlie

freedom of speech and press movement happened in January of the same year.

Al-Shabaab

In 1991 Somalia had a civil war. One of the major groups during the conflict was al-Ittihaad

al-Islamiya (AIAI), a faction of fighters that was trained in Afghanistan by al-Qaeda. AIAI

would later become Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen, roughly translated to the movement

of the striving youth. Al-Shabaab took over the capital Mogadishu in 2006, which destabilized

the region and prompted an invasion by Ethiopia. In response much of the young

population in Somalia had started perceiving al-Shabaab forces as a nationalist and Islamist

resistance against Ethiopia, a country populated by mostly Christians.

The region has been in conflict continuously since, with Kenya joining the African Mission in

Somalia (AMISOM) in 2011.
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Like ISIS, al-Shabaab is responsible for countless terrorist attacks within the region — in

Somalia, Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Yemen, and Somali piracy affiliated events within

proximate waters.

Abu Sayyaf

In 1991 the Muslim minority in the Philippines sought to form a sovereign Islamic state,

much like ISIS. Its founder Abdurajak Abubakar Janjalani fought alongside Osama bin Laden

as a foreign fighter in Afghanistan and knew him personally. Through armed Jihad, Janjalani

wanted to spread the strict fundamentalist interpretations of Islam associated with

al-Qaeda’s Salafi movement across the south of the Philippines; thus he created Abu

Sayyaf, which roughly translates to father of the sword. Abdurajak Abubakar was killed by

Filipino police in 1998 and the organization had since been run by his brother Khadaffy

Janjalani. The group had around 1300 fighters in 2000; however estimates in 2021 suggest

that the number has declined to as little as 50 fighters left.

Abu Sayyaf have been responsible for numerous acts of terrorism against Christian

Filipinos and kidnappings of members of the press and foreign tourists.
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Negative repercussions of Islamophobia

Economic
The dissemination of Islamophobia has eroded much of the socioeconomic prospects in

obtaining employment. In many European countries, Muslims households experience

disproportionately higher percentages of poverty than Muslims.

Mobility

Many countries have implemented profiling systems for travelers of Middle-eastern

appearance at airports and border checkpoints. Over the last four decades, most passports

from Islamic countries are also ranked as the worst by mobility power (number of visa

required countries).

Clothing

Hijab, Burka, Niqab, Shayla, al-Amira, Khimar, and Chador are all examples of different

Islamic head coverings for women. In many regions, especially in Europe, Muslim women’s

ability to wear these veils have been suppressed by law, which by definition constitute as

violation of religious rights — one of the many basic fundamental rights in the UDHR.
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Efforts against Islamophobia

The CCIF (Collectif Contre l’Islamophobie en France) is a French human rights advocacy

NGO for French Muslims. Over the years, they’ve published many research reports that

have also suggested methodology to reduce Islamophobia:

https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CEDAW/Shared%20Documents/FRA/INT_CEDAW_NGO

_FRA_24437_E.pdf

Similar efforts has been made by Amnesty International:

https://www.amnesty.org/en/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/EUR0136062021ENGLISH.pdf

Regardless of the numerous reports and recommendations by NGOs, in the current

political climate of Western countries (where Islamophobia is most pronounced) there has

unfortunately not been any significant change in the legislature that has specifically tackled

the issue of islamophobia.

But perhaps you delegate can change that.
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